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About This Game

3-dimensional game.
The Russian County Town X is the open-air museum.

All of its exhibits are the masterpieces of Russian folk wooden architecture.
But fireballs threaten wooden buildings.

Only you can save the Town X from fire - shooting from the electromagnetic plasma cannon you destroy fireballs.

Main features:

There are more than 80 3D models of masterpieces of Russian northern wooden architecture;
Beautiful environment;

Virtual reality, for movement within which you can use:
– Keyboard input (Up Arrow key + Down Arrow key for moving and Left Arrow key + Right Arrow key for turns);

– Mouse with Ctrl key pressed.

Joystick supported:
Use the point-of-view hat for moving.

Please connect the joystick in advance, before launching the program!

Full screen mode supported.
Built-in help and user interface.
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Title: X-Town 3D game
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Alek1277
Publisher:
WWW.ROSSPROGRAMMPRODUCT.COM
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: any Windows OS

Processor: 700 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 32MB

Storage: 1 MB available space

English,Russian
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so i tried this game , and the things i saw wasn't really what i was hoping to see , the game has the potential to be great but it just
got wasted .

 first of all is the first that's appears on the screen , the name of the game , it was waaay too ....... classic , it was just like flash
games , the game deserves a better beginning

second thing is the main menu , the idea of making it 3d was great , but it took me a while to understand that i need to press E ,
so at least try to show what to press

third thing , sounds and music of the game , for the sounds it feels like it was recorded with a mic , and it feels like if the sounds
were made for a game in the 90s , and the annoying part about the sounds is the sound of walking , it was just terrible , the
music u have chosen was just .... weird , literally the worse thing about the game was the sounds

fourth thing and the most important 1 is solving the puzzles , it wasn't really about me being smart or an idiot , the mechanics of
the game was extremely random , and it makes u feel lost , it took me while to understand what i'm supposed to do in every
single stage , what am i even supposed to do in the fifth stage ?? , i ended up with a white empty room , something like this
makes u (the dev) in need to change the stages due to ur bad start making them , eveything about them was bad

some other small details u have to look through them too
-having an option to restart the stage or at least a checkpoint if anything went wrong
-why is there "death" in the game ? and why am i unable to respawn
- if it is possible , add more important settings to the game
- for me the resolution had a weird problem , the game only fill the quarter of the screen
- the light in the game is a little bit broken
- the game needs a tutorial

there was some good things in the game but they were few
-the physics of the game was so good , don't change anything about it , just remove the fall damage , cause having it in the game
is pointless
- the price was perfect for the game , it will only lore players who can be a testers, what i'm trying to say is that if it was
expensive , it will make the players get angry for having an experience that is supposed to be a testing for the game , not for
having fun , but to know the problems of the game so u can fix it without having trouble fighting players who will just say
negative things about the game
- the parkour is nice , not the best but still feels good , so if u want to change anything about it , make it the last thing to do in
the game

again the game had the potential , it was just not made right , if i wanted to have fun i wouldn't even continue the first stage , but
i want to help with developing this game , so i continued as a tester , i know that it may feels hard to make all these fixes and
changes but u started working on this game so u can make a game that is perfect for the players , and i want to help u with it , i
can't refund but even if i had the changes to do so , i won't do that , the game needs ur attention so keep up the good work. Step
One: Buy and install this DLC
Step Two: Run Crypt of the Necrodancer
Step Three: Use Custom Music option to change every single level's song into Notorious D.I.G. (Fortissimole)
Step Four: Play the game
Step Five: Appreciate true art

Now that the Amplified DLC is out of early access this DLC includes 9 songs. 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 both shopkeeper and non-
shopkeeper versions, and the three boss songs.
(I would seriously have bought this DLC at full price just for Notorious D.I.G. It's a bonus that I got all the other songs too :D ).
I love the new Music :) thanks for that.. Loved it, short but sweet escape room with a nice little mechanic in it near the end.
Great atmosphere, cant complain for the price, well worth picking up :-). This "game" is one of the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest i have EVER played.
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There is next to nothing engaging and the story sucks. The characters act like legos and can't even move the direction you want
them to go. there are no settings for controls and visually looks like a game for windows 98.

Firts map - you start by walking forward and BANG, combat.. if you can call spraying a whole clip of airsofts at the enemy
before even hitting them.

Horrible game - Do not buy. 2D brawler...if I am to waste my time on a brawler I will go for something of better quality.. Don't
let the screen shots fool you, it's nohing like the new X-Com games. Bugs. Game design flaws. Poor, very poor stability on OSX,
shallow gameplay and all around mediocre quality of voices, sounds and graphics.. Very generic tower defense game with very
limited tower options, and no real upgrade depth at all.
Only both with this if you have already cleared out the long list of much better games including both Defense Grids, Sol
Survivor and Kingdom rush.

Even most lazy mobile ports have more depth than this.
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love teh game, unfortunatly it caused me nausea, not sure if it happens to everyone. i can t play bugged levels
. I hate rats. But still good for a free to play. :D. This game was awesome one of the best VR experiences I've ever played. It's
also very accurate to the actual moon landing.. I bought this just to throw some money at these wonderful people.
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